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Key TaKeaWays

Videoconferencing Lets Firms Cut Travel and improve everyday 
Meetings
In a work culture dominated by virtual meetings, more fi rms are looking to 
videoconferencing to replicate the in-person experience that employees prefer — or 
at least make voice conversations more engaging by fostering the trust and 
improved communication that comes with being able to read the other person’s 
body language.

new developments Make Videoconferencing More scalable
Aft er a boom period epitomized by investments in multiscreen immersive 
telepresence studios for the C-suite, videoconferencing innovation today is geared 
toward extending connectivity to PCs and tablets through cloud-based services or 
new lower-cost on-premises deployment models.

Vendors differentiate on endpoint portfolios, deployment Models, 
and uC strategies
Which system you select will have to do with your interest in immersive 
telepresence compared with less expensive systems, your UC strategy, and your 
deployment model preferences.
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FOR CIOs

Why Read This RepoRT

In Forrester’s 39-criteria evaluation of videoconferencing solution vendors, we identified the seven most 
significant providers in the category — Cisco, Huawei, LifeSize, Polycom, Radvision, Teliris, and Vidyo — 
and researched, analyzed, and scored them. Leaders that emerged have broad product portfolios with deep 
integration into unified communications (UC) infrastructure, while Strong Performers pursue a more 
focused strategy, excelling in particular market niches or in particular regions. This report details our 
findings about how well each vendor fulfills our criteria and where they stand in relation to one another to 
help IT professionals select the right provider for their environment.
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FiRMs LooK To VideoConFeRenCing To MaKe ViRTuaL MeeTings BeTTeR

In a work culture dominated by meetings that participants attend either in person or by phone, 
more firms recognize the opportunity to use videoconferencing to avoid travel or to at least make 
virtual meetings more engaging (see Figure 1). Mobile executives want video for better work-
life balance, managers want it to see that their direct reports aren’t distracted, and multicultural 
organizations want it to foster the trust and improved communication that comes with being able to 
read the body language of remote team members.

Figure 1 Videoconferencing Deployments Continue To Grow

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.61481
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Vendors differentiate on endpoint portfolios, deployment Models, and uC strategies

The videoconferencing market is going through significant change marked by efforts to make the 
historically cost-prohibitive technology more widely accessible. After a boom period sparked by 
interest in high-definition quality and epitomized by investments in multiscreen immersive 
telepresence studios, videoconferencing innovation today is happening on smaller screens like PCs, 
smartphones, and tablets that workers use in their everyday jobs. In response to this growing interest, 
vendors not only have to show strategies that account for desktop and mobile applications — they 
also have to make their traditional dedicated room-based systems easier to deploy at scale. Forrester 
is seeing:

■ Momentum toward desktop and mobile videoconferencing. While buyers still evaluate 
videoconferencing vendors on the strengths of their dedicated room-based systems, it is 
increasingly important that their portfolios also include complementary desktop and mobile 
applications. Buyers also significantly weight vendor products’ ability to easily integrate with 
popular third-party communication applications like Microsoft Lync.
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■ Less competition to provide immersive three-screen telepresence. Some vendors have 
made a strategic decision not to compete in multi-codec telepresence, arguing that it will be a 
smaller segment of the market. However, three- and four-screen immersive telepresence is still 
important to other vendors — particularly those selling to enterprises that aren’t just looking for 
the best-of-breed but are also evaluating an entire portfolio of solutions.

■ A bifurcation of vendors along different flavors of the H.264 video codec. Cisco, LifeSize, and 
Polycom use the H.264 advanced video coding (AVC) codec, which represents the vast majority 
of endpoints on the market. Teliris and Vidyo use the H.264 scalable video coding (SVC) codec, 
which performs better in lower-bandwidth conditions (and provides a better experience on 
low-bandwidth endpoints like tablets). However, the proliferation AVC endpoints gives Cisco, 
LifeSize, and Polycom an advantage in interoperability (observed, for example, in video quality) 
when communicating with other AVC endpoints.

■ Alternatives to expensive hardware appliances on-premises. Instead of using an MCU to 
transcode multipoint video, Vidyo routes video streams to the endpoints for decoding, which 
is less processing-intensive and more scalable with less infrastructure. LifeSize now offers 
virtual machine software as an alternative to fixed-capacity videoconferencing infrastructure 
products. Most firms still look to dedicated bridging infrastructure as the deployment model for 
videoconferencing, but they will increasingly include these alternative on-premises deployment 
models as part of their evaluations, due to the cost savings and flexibility they afford.

■ Sourcing models that lower the cost and skills barriers to using video. More firms are 
interested in opex models in the form of hosted or cloud-based infrastructure to mitigate the 
technology risk of their video investments. Although hosted infrastructure has been available 
through service providers, several equipment vendors in this Forrester Wave now can bundle 
access to their own cloud-based infrastructure as an option with their endpoints. The vendors 
(and their channel partners) sell this access as a turnkey service so customers can unbox their 
systems and be up and running immediately.

■ Interest in integrating with SIP-based UC environments. Large enterprises in particular want to 
choose vendors whose solutions will integrate with their UC environments, but they are challenged 
by issues with multivendor SIP interoperability. Standardizing on the same vendor for video as your 
UC infrastructure is one option. Otherwise, video vendors have varying levels of interoperability 
with Avaya, Cisco, Microsoft, and other UC platforms, which requires careful consideration.

RooM-Based VideoConFeRenCing eVaLuaTion oVeRVieW

To assess the state of the room-based videoconferencing market and see how the vendors stack 
up against one another, Forrester evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of top room-based 
videoconferencing vendors.
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After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we 
developed a comprehensive set of evaluation criteria. We evaluated vendors against 39 criteria, 
which we grouped into three high-level buckets:

■ Current offering. To assess the strength of the product offerings, we evaluated the vendors along 
six groups of criteria: 1) endpoint diversity; 2) conferencing experience; 3) quality of experience; 
4) management platform; 5) recording and streaming; and 6) security and compliance.

■ Strategy. We reviewed each vendor’s strategy in several areas: 1) deployment options; 2) UC 
integration; 3) interoperability; 4) services; and 5) product road map. We also counted client 
reference scores. We asked about, but did not score, target market as part of strategy.

■ Market presence. To determine a vendor’s market presence, we considered each vendor’s 
revenues, number of employees, and number partners reselling the vendor’s solutions or 
providing operational support.

Vendor scale and a Focus on Room-Based systems narrows The Field

Forrester included seven vendors in the assessment: Cisco, Huawei, LifeSize, Polycom, Radvision, 
Teliris, and Vidyo. Each of these vendors has:

■ Room-based videoconferencing or immersive telepresence offerings. The videoconferencing 
market more broadly includes desktop videoconferencing and webconferencing. However, buyers 
tend to look at investments in dedicated hardware systems separate from those categories of 
software. Forrester plans to evaluate desktop videoconferencing vendors in a future Forrester Wave.

■ A portfolio of solutions. The room-based videoconferencing market includes niche players 
that focus on a particular form factor or that only sell one or two products. Vendors in the 
evaluation have a portfolio of single and multiscreen room-based solutions.

■ Enterprise scale and a broad geographic reach in client base. We chose vendors with 
experience in the global market, with evidence of large enterprise clients, and that Forrester gets 
regular questions about from our clients.

LeadeRs haVe a CoMpLeTe poRTFoLio oF oFFeRings

The evaluation uncovered a market in which (see Figure 2):

■ Traditional heavyweights Polycom, Cisco, and LifeSize cover the most bases. Cisco and 
Polycom in particular have the most options for immersive telepresence, room-based endpoints, 
and desktop hardware units. All three have comprehensive management platforms, recording 
and streaming solutions, multiple deployment options, leading interoperability, and options to 
integrate with popular UC platforms.1
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■ Resurgent Radvision has a competitive offering. Coming in under the radar, Radvision (now 
an Avaya company) went from being an infrastructure provider to developing its own end-to-
end offering with an impressive set of room-based systems and desktop and tablet applications. 
It is separated from the other leaders by only a couple of points in strategy related to services 
offerings and cloud deployment options. For many companies, Radvision will fit the bill.

■ Teliris, Huawei, and Vidyo are moving quickly to provide complete solutions. These vendors 
excel at a particular segment of the market and are expanding their offerings. Teliris is a leading 
provider of immersive telepresence and managed services. Huawei has a broad portfolio of 
endpoints and a stronghold on the Chinese market. Vidyo is a leader in desktop and mobile 
videoconferencing and is building room-based and immersive systems that run on its scalable 
architecture.

This evaluation of the room-based videoconferencing market is intended to be a starting point only. 
We encourage readers to view detailed product evaluations and adapt the criteria weightings to fit 
their individual needs through the Forrester Wave Excel-based vendor comparison tool.

Figure 2 Forrester Wave™: Room-Based Videoconferencing, Q3 ’12

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. 
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Figure 2 Forrester Wave™: Room-Based Videoconferencing, Q3 ’12 (Cont.)

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. 
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All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).

VendoR pRoFiLes

All of the providers in this Forrester Wave report are worthy of your consideration, and which one 
you select will have more to do with your interest in immersive telepresence compared with more 
inexpensive systems, your UC strategy, and your deployment model considerations. With the Excel-
based vendor comparison tool associated with this report, you can prioritize the criteria you care 
most about and create a custom evaluation. In this spreadsheet, you will find a complete assessment 
of 39 different factors and additional product details.

Leaders have Broad portfolios and uC integration strategies

■ Polycom. Polycom has a diverse portfolio of endpoints including a range of options for 
immersive telepresence. It is not an end-to-end provider of UC, networking equipment, and 
collaboration software, but through technology partnerships (with Microsoft in particular) it 
provides video endpoints that work well in multivendor environments. Many of its endpoints 
also interoperate natively with popular nonstandard protocols and codecs.
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■ Cisco. Cisco has a range of video endpoints spanning desktop units to three-screen immersive 
telepresence studios. Its products show a strong emphasis on industrial design and on the user 
experience — many Cisco endpoints come with touchscreen controllers. Cisco’s philosophy 
is to provide a “business-class” video experience, which it does best when customers also use 
Cisco’s Medianet networking products. Cisco can also provide an integrated experience (and 
an opportunity for customers to consolidate vendors) with its WebEx and Jabber UC and 
collaboration solutions.

■ LifeSize. Like other vendors, LifeSize has pursued a strategy to develop a portfolio of video 
endpoints to account for the range of possible use cases from desktops to rooms. LifeSize doesn’t 
compete in immersive telepresence. It has a leading mobile client and an easy-to-use recording 
and streaming solution. On the infrastructure side, LifeSize now offers a cloud-based service 
and virtualized software as alternatives to dedicated hardware appliances.

■ Radvision. Historically an OEM infrastructure provider to other vendors, Radvision has 
evolved into a provider itself of end-to-end video solutions. It uniquely uses either H.264 SVC 
or AVC on some endpoints. Radvision also has strong desktop and mobile clients. Due to its 
legacy as an infrastructure provider, it has a robust management platform. Now as an Avaya 
company, Radvision will focus more on the integration of multiparty video with directory 
integration and call control into SIP UC environments.

strong performers excel in particular Market segments

■ Teliris. Teliris is primarily focused on immersive telepresence, including a four-screen solution, 
supported with a white-glove managed service. The company made a major pivot by recently 
introducing a cloud-based deployment model and by starting to take on management of non-
Teliris endpoints. Teliris now also has a lower-end room-based system and a desktop client, 
both of which are covered by the managed service. As an equipment and managed service 
provider with the ability to manage competitor solutions (and even desktop clients) in the same 
environment, Teliris occupies a unique position in the market.

■ Huawei. Networking and telecommunications giant Huawei has built a very large portfolio 
of video endpoints and infrastructure solutions including five different series of immersive 
telepresence studios. Because Huawei is a UC solution provider, its customers can benefit 
by standardizing on Huawei for video and UC. Huawei has a major presence in Asia Pacific, 
particularly China, followed by Latin America.

■ Vidyo. Vidyo’s routing architecture shifts the heavy signal-processing power from bridges to the 
endpoints, significantly reducing the cost per port to deploy videoconferencing. Its brand of 
H.264 SVC — which it licenses to Teliris and Google, among others — maximizes quality 
according to network conditions. Already having best-in-class desktop and mobile clients, Vidyo 
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is now expanding its room-based offerings with enterprise management features and multivendor 
interoperability. It has a unique brand of telepresence that supports formats up to 20 screens. 
Vidyo recently introduced a cloud service for interoperability with non-Vidyo endpoints.

suppLeMenTaL MaTeRiaL

online Resource

The online version of Figure 2 is an Excel-based vendor comparison tool that provides detailed 
product evaluations and customizable rankings.

data sources used in This Forrester Wave

Forrester used a combination of three data sources to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each 
solution:

■ Vendor surveys. Forrester surveyed vendors on their capabilities as they relate to the evaluation 
criteria. Once we analyzed the completed vendor surveys, we conducted vendor calls where 
necessary to gather details of vendor qualifications.

■ Product demos. We asked vendors to conduct demonstrations of their product’s functionality. We 
used findings from these product demos to validate details of each vendor’s product capabilities.

■ Customer reference calls. To validate product and vendor qualifications, Forrester also 
conducted reference calls with two or three of each vendor’s current customers.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

We conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors that meet our criteria to be evaluated 
in this market. From that initial pool of vendors, we then narrow our final list. We choose these 
vendors based on: 1) product fit; 2) customer success; and 3) Forrester client demand. We eliminate 
vendors that have limited customer references and products that don’t fit the scope of our evaluation.

After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we develop 
the initial evaluation criteria. To evaluate the vendors and their products against our set of criteria, we 
gather details of product qualifications through a combination of lab evaluations, questionnaires, 
demos, and/or discussions with client references. We send evaluations to the vendors for their review, 
and we adjust the evaluations to provide the most accurate view of vendor offerings and strategies.

We set default weightings to reflect our analysis of the needs of large user companies — and/or 
other scenarios as outlined in the Forrester Wave document — and then score the vendors based 
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on a clearly defined scale. These default weightings are intended only as a starting point, and we 
encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs through the Excel-based 
tool. The final scores generate the graphical depiction of the market based on current offering, 
strategy, and market presence. Forrester intends to update vendor evaluations regularly as product 
capabilities and vendor strategies evolve.

endnoTes
1 Cisco has comparable UC integration capabilities to other Leaders in the Forrester Wave. It scored lower in 

this area because it demonstrated evidence of these capabilities to us only after we completed the evaluations. 
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